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March 2015

Better at Home Volunteers—Moving Mountains!
Snow can be a huge challenge to a senior’s
independence, isolating them at home and
keeping them from fully participating in their
community. It’s not good for the senior, and it’s
not good for the community either.
We knew our volunteers had shoveled a lot
of snow in 2014, but once we did the math even
we were amazed at what it amounted to!
(yes, I had to do a ‘best estimate’ for some of the
numbers—but I researched them as carefully as I could
and took the lower number to be sure I wasn’t inflating
the answer. Even half of this is outstanding!)

Seniors Speak...
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Quote of the Month!
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Kiwanis Trade Show: April 17 to 19
We have held a booth at the Trade Show since we started, as
CASI, in 2010. We love to meet the people and tell them all about the
program. And we always love to brag about our great volunteers who make
it all possible.
If you’d like to help man the booth let us know and we’ll schedule you
in. (we always have two people on at a time and shifts are no more
than 2 hours long) If you’re at the Trade Show, stop by and say hi
and enter the draw! We’ll be in the Memorial Arena at booth
340 (right in a corner)
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Dawson Creek Better at Home Contact Info:
250-782-2341 | lstudley@spcrs.ca or athorpe@spcrs.ca | www.dcbetterathome.org | located in the Co-op Mall, Dawson Creek

The March Volunteer
Drop In will be on

Noah's Ark was built
by volunteers.

Tuesday, March 17th
From 2 to 3 pm
Hope you can join us!

You Are Not Alone
Volunteers who visit seniors in their homes,
take them shopping, or do any of a dozen other
things where it is just the volunteer and the senior,
can often feel like they are alone. And when
situations arise that they are not prepared for, they
may feel it’s up to them to find a solution because
they don’t see anyone else around prepared to do
so.
Volunteers like to help, and one of the
hardest lessons all successful volunteers eventually
learn is that they are not necessarily the right person
to help with every issue. That’s why we put a ‘job
description’ for all volunteer positions in the Better
at Home Volunteer Handbook*. Not only do you
need to know what you can do, you need to know
what you should not do. For example: volunteers
who provide social engagement (friendly visitors)
should never give legal advice, be privy to financial
information, or provide personal care. All of these
tasks should be performed by trained professionals,
for the senior’s sake and for the volunteer’s safety.
Although you may feel like it’s just you and the
senior, there are actually many willing hands out
there ready to help with any problem.
If you see indications that the senior you visit
is in distress you will naturally want to do something
about it. With the DC Better at Home Program,
that ‘something’ is talking to your Program

The Titanic was built
by professionals.

Coordinator. Depending on what the issue is, the Program
Coordinator may provide the volunteer with informational
brochures that can be passed on to the senior, or, if the
situation requires more attention, you may be asked to
submit a concern report and the Coordinator will contact
the professional who has the mandate and the expertise to
help. Over the last year or so, concern reports have resulted
in positive solutions to several serious situations and have
improved the senior’s wellbeing and independence.
You are not alone, and neither is Better at Home.
Over the last four years, we have nurtured and developed
partnerships and networks with many organizations in
Dawson Creek and have worked hard to keep up with the
services and assistance that they offer. We feel, as I’m sure
our volunteers do, that it’s not enough to offer our services
and turn a blind eye to the need for services we don’t
provide. We want to make sure our senior clients have
access to all the assistance and services they need. That’s
why we refer seniors to other agencies, check in periodically
with seniors to see how they’re doing and ask if there’s
anything they need that they’re having trouble finding, and
why we encourage our volunteers and our employees to
feel comfortable submitting a concern report.
We may all be working each within our own
space, but we are still a team and we are not alone.
*If you do not have a copy of the Volunteer Handbook you can get one at
the Better at Home Office or download one from the website at
www.dcbetterathome.org

